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Vape Shark Australia is thrilled to announce a game-changing addition to our product 
lineup: the IGET Legend Wholesale 30 Pack. The IGET Legend, known for its superior 
performance and incredible flavors, is now available in a wholesale package of 30 units, 
offering a cost-effective solution for both individual vapers and retailers. With this 
wholesale option, we aim to provide greater accessibility and convenience to our valued 
customers. Read on to discover how the IGET Legend Bulk 30 Pack at Vape Shark Aus-
tralia is poised to transform the vaping landscape.

Within the IGET Legend Vape Wholesale bundle available at Vape Shark Australia, you 
have the unique privilege of handpicking your preferred flavors among the IGET Legend 
30 packs. This level of flavor customization ensures that your vaping experience aligns 
perfectly with your taste preferences. The IGET Legend vape wholesale bundle is 
particularly appealing for those who enjoy sharing their vaping experience with friends 
and family, as the ample quantity ensures there's enough to go around.

Whether you're in a social setting or enjoying a relaxed evening at home, you can count 
on a constant supply of IGET Legend without the concern of running out. What adds to 
the allure of this bundle is the unbeatable price point. The IGET Legend Wholesale 
Adelaide bundle offers Legends at an incredible price of just $18 each, amounting to 
substantial savings of $7 per unit and an impressive $210 in total. As an added bonus, 
you can enjoy complimentary express shipping with your order, making this wholesale 
package an irresistible deal for vapers across Australia.
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Best Selling Products:

IGET Legend Mango Banana Melon

The IGET Legend Mango Banana Melon, now available at Vape Shark Australia as part of 
the IGET Legend Bulk offering, introduces a tropical and fruity vaping experience like no 
other. This enticing flavor blend combines the luscious sweetness of mango with the 
creaminess of banana, all accented by the refreshing notes of melon. The result is a 
delightful fusion of flavors that will transport your taste buds to a sun-soaked paradise 
with every puff. Whether you're a fan of exotic fruit combinations or simply looking for a 
unique and delicious vaping experience, the IGET Legend Mango Banana Melon is a 
must-try option within the IGET Legend Bulk range, promising a satisfying and flavorful 
journey with every inhale.

IGET Legend Peach Guava Strawberry Ice

Discover the tantalizing IGET Legend Peach Guava Strawberry Ice, now part of the IGET 
Legend Bulk selection at Vape Shark Australia. This unique flavor combination offers a 
refreshing and invigorating vaping experience. The ripe and juicy peaches, the tropical 
essence of guava, and the sweet, tangy notes of strawberries come together to create a 
harmonious symphony of flavors. The icy undertone adds a cooling sensation that 
enhances the overall taste, making it a perfect choice for those who enjoy a hint of frost 
with their fruity concoction. With this flavor option, the IGET Legend Bulk range continues 
to impress with its diverse and appealing offerings, promising vapers a satisfying and 
vibrant experience with every inhale.

IGET Legend Passion Fruit Mango Ice

The IGET Legend Passion Fruit Mango Ice, now available at Vape Shark Australia within 
the IGET Legend Bulk selection, is a flavor that truly captivates the senses. This tantaliz-
ing combination brings together the exotic sweetness of passion fruit and the tropical 
allure of mango, creating a deliciously fruity base. The addition of the icy touch infuses a 
refreshing and invigorating element, making it a perfect choice for vapers who crave a 
cool twist to their fruit flavors. The IGET Legend Bulk range continues to shine with this 
enticing option, catering to a wide range of flavor preferences. If you're seeking a unique 
and vibrant vaping experience, the Passion Fruit Mango Ice flavor promises to deliver a 
delightful and exhilarating journey with every puff.

IGET Legend Lush Ice

The IGET Legend Lush Ice, now available at Vape Shark Australia as part of the IGET 
Legend Bulk selection, is a flavor that brings an arctic blast to the vaping world. Lush Ice 
is a classic and beloved choice for those who crave an icy cool experience with a touch 
of sweetness. It combines the refreshing taste of watermelon with a menthol kick, creat-
ing a delightful and exhilarating flavor profile. With every puff, vapers can expect a crisp 
and rejuvenating sensation that's perfect for hot summer days or whenever a burst of icy 
freshness is desired. The IGET Legend Bulk range continues to cater to diverse taste 
preferences, and the Lush Ice flavor stands as a prime option for vapers who appreciate 
the invigorating combination of fruit and menthol in their vaping journey.

https://vapesharkau.com/shop/iget-legend-wholesale/
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Vape Shark Australia is excited to bring the IGET Legend Wholesale 30 Pack to the 
forefront of the vaping industry. This wholesale option represents not only a significant 
cost-saving opportunity but also a testament to our commitment to meeting the diverse 
needs of our customers, whether they're individual vapers or retailers. We believe this 
product will empower vapers to enjoy the exceptional quality and flavor of IGET Legend 
on a larger scale, while our retail partners will find a valuable addition to their offerings. 
Vape Shark Australia is dedicated to staying at the forefront of innovation and 
accessibility within the vaping community, and we look forward to seeing the positive 
impact of the IGET Legend Bulk 30 Pack in the hands of our customers.

https://vapesharkau.com/

